
Java String Operations

In this Java Tutorial, we shall see some of the Java Examples related to Java String Operations. Please refer to
the links in the following list to manipulate or work with Strings :

How to print a string to console output in Java?

How to read a string from console input in Java?

How to concatenate strings in Java?

How to check if two strings are equal in Java?

How to get the index of first occurrence of a sub-string in a string in Java?

How to get the index of nth occurrence of a sub-string in a string in Java?

How to replace the first occurrence of a sub-string with another(sub-string) in a string in Java?

How to replace all occurrences of a sub-string with another(sub-string) in a string in Java?

How to reverse a string in Java?

How to convert all the characters of a string to upper case ?

How to convert all the characters of a string to lower case ?

How to initialize a string array in Java?

How to concatenate all the strings in an array to a single string in Java?

Conclusion

In this Java Tutorial, we learned how to extract data from Strings or manipulate them according to the given
scenario/requirement.
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